Atwater kent model 55

They are intended for use with electro-dynamic speakers requiring a D. Models 55 and 60 are
designed for operation on standard volt, cycle alternating current house lighting circuits. It is
suggested that the purchaser make certain that the current supply at his home is of the above
type before attempting to place the set in operation. The best way to obtain this information is
to communicate with the local electric or power company. The four controls are grouped
centrally in the front of the set, viz. The operation is therefore very simple. The following parts
are packed in individual wrapping in the same carton with the receiver, and should be located
before proceeding with the installation. One 1 heavy metal tube cap for detector tube. One 1
ground clamp. The following equipment is required in connection with these models, in order to
have a complete installation. One 1 Atwater Kent type F-4 Electro-dynamic speaker or other
similar type speaker. Do not use any other Atwater Kent Model. Two 2 Type UY or C tubes.
Antenna and ground equipment description follows. Atwater-Kent Factory Service Manuals:
These are factory service manuals with schematics scanned in high resolution directly from the
original Atwater-Kent Service Manuals. All files available below have a brief description of some
of the service information available in the file. View the list below of Atwater-Kent models and
pricing on each individual factory service file. To order click on the "Add To Cart" button. If your
model is not listed below you can also check the Atwater Kent basic schematics page for
schematics for additional Atwater Kent models. It normally takes up to 24 hours to receive the
download instructions via email but please allow 1 - 2 business days. This might have been to
prevent radio shops from using non-Atwater Kent parts. However, I provide a free 24 page A-K
parts list with any file purchased below as a download to assist in identifying the values of the
components listed in these original early Atwater Kent service files. PDF Download. File
Description. Free download with any service file purchased below. A-K Document December
Free with any file purchased below. A-K Document January A-K Document June Separate
schematics and wire diagrams are supplied for serial numbers below and above 2,, Amplifier
assembly, drawing of connections from RF transformer, schematic of volume control,
schematic and wire diagram of power unit, diagram of dector and two stage audio frequency
amplifying circuit, several diagrams of power units connections marked, and schematic of B
power unit type R with photo of connections. Amplifier assembly, schematics of the three types
of power units, diagrams of connections, voltage table. A-K Document May A-K Document
November A-K Document April A-K Document July A-K Document October Includes illustration
of units, descriptions, speaker combination diagram, notes on electrical interference, and
additional data. A-K Document No. A-K Document September A-K Document March A-K
Document July 1, A-K Schematic July Transformer connections, and parts list. NOT a service
file, no schematic. A-K Documents July-October Order on line now. Credit Cards and PayPal
accepted. However, I provide a free 24 page A-K parts list with any file purchased above as a
free download to assist in identifying the resistors and condensers listed in these original
Atwater Kent service files. Schematics offered here are digitized in high resolution from the
original Atwater-Kent factory service documents. I stock over , schematics for hundreds of
manufacturers. Each radio schematic is digitized individually and checked to provide the
clearest diagram possible from the original printing. The data and files offered here are from
vintage sources that are no longer published. There is no guarantee of the accuracy of any
information offered. It is solely up to the end user to decide that the information and files
offered here are accurate and fit for use with their equipment. I am not responsible for any loss
or damages that may be incurred from the use of this information. Ads are not permitted.
Atwater Kent paint by mg There's lots of wrinkle paint out there, it's just not correct. Re: Atwater
Kent paint by mg If so don't remove the original paint from the cabinet even if rusted. I use the
darkest flat brown paint, add lamp black and water to make more like a dye. Cover the entire
cabinet with this. It will be flat but original texture will still be there. Spray Crystal Clear Krylon
from a distance to give the proper shine. The top is bright gold as can be seen under the AK
insignia. You do not have the required permissions to view the files attached to this post. You
can buy a can of it from tooling suppliers who sell Kennedy products. A few years ago I bought
a AK model 37, if the guy selling had told what model number it was I likely wouldn't even have
gone to look at it, I've had one for close to 40 years. I likely wouldn't have bought it until the guy
told me where it was found. It came out of an old historic house not far from where I grew up,
going to school I rode past this house every day. The AK was found in a third floor bedroom in
this house that had been basically abandoned after it's last resident died many years ago. The
rest of the family just locked the doors and left everything intact. The model 37 was in really
nice original shape except that the paint was cooked dry apparently from sitting in this old
closed up house that it was basically more gray than brown. The paint texture was almost
perfect, no rust at all. I let it set for a while until I had a brainstorm, I went to my shoepolish box
and got a new can of brown polish and a couple brushes, one to apply the polish which just

colored wax and a brush to help buff it off. After several coats were applied it looked great, most
people that see it cant' tell it from original. I used Rub n Buff on the gold section on the top.
Black shoe polish will brighten them right up. A hand held shoe works, but one the old
motorized ones take a lot of the work out of it. This rare find complete as a set seems very
complete I opened the top and all the tubes are there, I'm a little nervous about plugging it in as
the cord is very frayed close to the cabinet and along its length. Condition or working is not
verified. But I see no missing parts transformers tubes or rectifiers are all in place. Condition is
Used. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information don-mikie Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if
the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is
full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. See details. Item location:. Phoenix, Arizona, United States. Ships to:. United
States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool
is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that
has been used previously. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read
more about the condition. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping
method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Used: An item that has been used previously. Atwater Kent. Ads
are not permitted. One is an Atwater Kent 55C that is built into a table. The other is a stand
alone model 55 with the original external speaker. I powered both of these radios up and both
are DEAD. Usually, at least the tubes may light up in these radios, but neither one of the radios
will light. My first thought is to change the electrolytics, but they don't appear to be
conveniently located. I assume they are in one of the boxes above the chassis, but I don't want
to go prying them apart until I get a second opinion. Also, I can't seem to get continuity out of
the power toggle switch on either of the radios. They are always open circuit, so I tried
bypassing it with no change in results. What would these radios be worth in working condition?
I assume the table radio is worth a bit more. You do not have the required permissions to view
the files attached to this post. However both appear to be in poor shape. Especially the one that
goes into the Keil table. Notice the tar that is covering the chassis near the power transformer??
That is rather ominous. Looks as though the transformer overheated. Fortunately you have two
chassis and hopefully you can make one operable set. I would pull the 80 rectifier tube and see
if any tubes light. I would not power them up again with the rectifier tubes in place unless new
filter caps are installed. However I suspect by the picture you will probably have one bad power
xfmr already. And yes, the filter caps are in that darn tar! You may want to follow this thread. A
LOT of good information there! Keep us posted. It has been worked on it the past due to parts
shown inside. These things have a lot of variation. The difference between the 55 and 55c is one

is for the cabinet and one is a table version. Let us know what you are going to do. Will be
interesting. Strange these are showing up in doubles.. If you knew just how small the place I live
in is, it makes it a bit harder on the odds. The Original posters sets: 55c looks to be the "late"
version. Both bleeder resistor below the RF bias resistor. Long wire to the long antenna lead,
line capacitor. Volume control with back on it. Of course Can not be sure how many leads with
the photo. Edited line. Wiring on transformer type shows the wire from the speaker to 4 on can o
caps consistent with a c type transformer. Cant really count the leads well. Yet there still may be
a Type F before AK went down. Does the volume control have 5 wires off of it?? On the 55c, still
no action with the rectifier out. I should mention that the original 80 rectifier that came with the
55c was bad no continuity, rattling. The one that I used to fire it up the first time was the one
from the model I have not tried powering the 55 without the rectifier tube yet. Still working on
disassembling. Everything on it is rusted. The 55c from the Kiel table is in better shape
cosmetically, so it would be best to part out the model 55 and use it for the 55c. The 55 does not
have that black tar, so the power transformer might be okay. Both radios have 5 wires going to
the volume control. What do you think is my first step? I assume that I should swap out the
power transformer, but something made it overheat. Might have been a capacitor. Is it
necessary to change all the caps on this radio? He talks about "reforming" the caps using a
variable power source. I don't have a clue how this is done. If the capacitors are bad, this would
be one option, or I could just cut the can off and replace the caps. Either it is possible, or he
was lying. It is probably out of the question for me to do something like that anyway because I
don't have the proper equipment. All I have is a DC battery eli
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minator that might reach 60 volts. Should I go ahead and replace all the caps or can any of
them be saved? I am having second thoughts about parting it out, if only I could find another
power transformer for the 55c. How do I measure the output voltages on the power transformer
before trying it with the rectifier tube? That's why they came up with the "can-within-a-can"
configuration, so the caps could be replaced as a unit. It looks like the only thing wrogn with it
is the power switch. Now, I have to figure out what to do with the 55c power transformer. It
looks like the only thing wrong with it is the power switch. It sounds fairly simple, but I have
decided not to part out my other AK It is working too well to rip apart. What are my chances of
finding another transformer? I will probably use my radio. Other than the black tar, the chassis
looks so clean as opposed to the one on eBay. Notice how it is a 55c model inside a stand alone
box. I thought the 55c's were made for the table?

